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1. Introduction

Recent achievements in genome sequencing, coupled with the ability
of large-scale gene-expression technologies to simultaneously measure
the numbers of copies of distinct mRNAs and the number of distinct
proteins corresponding to thousands of genes in a given cell type have
revolutionized biological research by allowing statistical analysis of data
sets related to varying structural and functional properties of biological
systems. These studies have provided a lot of information on the gene,
proteins, genetic and biochemical networks and, potentially, allow the
discovery of general regularities that integrate this information into or-
ganizational principles governing complex biological systems and their
evolution.
A basic topic of any statistical inference of complex systems is the

characterization of the distribution of object frequencies for a popu-
lation (for example, the distribution of allele frequencies in a popula-
tion (Huang & Wier, 2001) or the distribution of homologous families
by family size ratios ( Friedman & Hughes, 2001) based on statisti-
cal analysis of the samples. In this chapter we will analyze the class
of skew distributions that appear in samples provided by large-scale
gene expression experiments and by proteome data sets. The observed
distributions have the following characteristic in common: there are
few frequent, and many rare classes. Such distributions appearance
is so frequent in many natural and artificial large-scale complex sys-
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tems and in the phenomena in which they appear so diversely (physics,
biology, economics, sociology, internet, linguistics, etc. (Yule, 1924; Si-
mon and Van Wormer, 1963; Mandelbrot, 1982; Borodovsky & Gusein-
Zade, 1989; Adami, 1998; Ramsden & Vohradsky, 1998; Jeong et al.,
2000; Kuznetsov, 2001b; Newman et al., 2001), that one may be lead
to conjecture that all these phenomena can be similar in terms of the
structure of the underlying probability mechanisms.
The empirical probability distributions to which we shall refer specif-

ically are: (A) the distribution of mRNA transcripts by their frequen-
cies of occurrences in gene-expression databases; (B) the distribution
of the numbers of promoters regulated by the regulatory DNA-binding
proteins; (C) the distribution of identifiable protein clusters by the clus-
ter sizes; (D) the distribution of the identifiable protein domains by
their appearance values in the proteome . For such data sets, the true
underlying probability distribution functions have not been previously
quantitatively characterized. In particular, RNA-DNA hybridization ex-
periments (Bishop et al., 1974) and many more recent large-scale gene-
expression profiling studies of mRNA populations have demonstrated a
very broad range of transcript copy numbers for genes expressed in a
given cell type (0.1-30,000 copies per mammalian cell). Many thousands
of expressed genes in eukaryotic cells are “rare” (less than 1 copy per
cell) in the numbers of associated transcripts. However, the true dis-
tribution of gene expression levels (the numbers of mRNAs at the each
possible level of occurrence) in a cell has not been previously identified
due to experimental errors, undersampling, and non-reliable detection
of the low abundant transcripts.
The determination of expressed genes at all biologically significant lev-

els in eukaryotic cells is a challenging biological problem (Bishop et al.,
1974; Velculescu et al., 1999). A more simple and practically important
goal of genome projects is to systematically identify genes. Last year,
two papers announced drafts of the human genome sequence (Venter et
al., 2001; IHGSC, 2001), but estimates of the number of human genes
continues to fluctuate. Current estimates center around 30,000-40,000,
with occasional excursions to 100,000 or more (Pennisi, 2000; Hogenesch
et al., 2001). One reason for the continuing ambiguity is that many
genes are neither well-defined nor easily recognizable. These estima-
tions are based on samples of four methods: cDNA cloning and EST
(expression sequence tag) sequencing of mRNAs (Emmert-Buck et al.,
2000; Ewing & Green, 2000), the Serial Analysis of Gene Expression
(SAGE) method using short-nucleotide sequence tags that match dif-
ferent poliadenilated mRNAs (Velculescu et al., 1997; Velculescu et al.,
1999), conserved coding exon and protein domain coding sequence iden-
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tification by comparative genome analysis (IHGSC, 2001; Crollius et al.,
2000), and computational gene prediction (Venter et al., 2001; IHGSC,
2001). These methods work better for large, highly expressed, evolu-
tionarily conserved protein coding genes, and ambiguously predict other
genes. For example, although the large-scale gene expression technolo-
gies have become increasingly powerful and are widely used, frequent
errors in identification of hundreds and thousands of rarer transcripts
create considerable uncertainty in fundamental questions such as the
total number of genes expressed in an organism and the biological sig-
nificance of rare transcripts. Many of the low-abundant transcripts may
be essential for determining normal and pathological cell phenotypes
(Guptasarma, 1995; Ohlsson et al., 2001). However, thousands of rarely-
expressed genes have not been characterized and a rationale for the ex-
treme number of the low abundant transcripts has remained unresolved.
Thus, an important issue for gene identification in the postgenome era

is determining the true statistical distributions of the number of genes
expressed at all possible expression levels both in a single cell and in a
population of the cells. For better understanding the general statistical
principal governing the biological complexity we also need to analyze the
distributions of regulatory proteins in protein-DNA networks, proteins
in protein clusters, and protein domains in proteomes.
In this chapter we will analyze the statistical distributions arising in

large-scale gene-expression and protein data sets. This analysis allows
us to identify the true underling probability functions and to estimate
the number of evolutionarily conserved protein-coding genes in the hu-
man and mouse genomes, and the number of the protein-coding genes
expressed in a human cell. We also will show how these distributions
help in understanding of the general principal governing the functional
adaptation of cells to environmental stress-factors and in understanding
the biological complexity growth during evolution.

2. Distributions of the Gene Expression Levels

2.1 Empirical Distributions

Gene expression within a cell is a complex process involving chro-
matin remodeling, transcription and export of RNA from the nucleus to
cytoplasm where mRNA molecules are translated into proteins. Each
of these steps is carried out by highly specialized set, elaborate machin-
ery, typically consisting of tens to hundreds of components. Currently,
large-scale gene-expression profiling methods (e.g., SAGE) (Velculescu
et al., 1997; Velculescu et al., 1999), cDNA or oligonucleotide microar-
rays (Holstege et al., 1998; Jelinsky & Samson, 1999) involve making
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cDNA sequences to the less stable mRNA molecules and then using
short-nucleotide sequence tags that match different mRNAs to quantify
their relative abundance in the cell sample. These methods can measure
mostly highly and moderately abundant transcripts from large numbers
of cells (i.e., not a single cell). However, thousands of genes expressed
at very low copy number (≤1 copy per cell) can not be reliably and
unambiguously detected.

The complete gene expression profile for a given cell type is the
list of all expressed genes, together with each gene’s expression level
defined as the average number of cytoplasmic mRNA transcripts per
cell. For each gene-expression data set, we define the library as a list
of sequenced tags that match mRNAs associated with genes, together
with the number of occurrences of each specific tag. The statistics of
expressed genes in such libraries can be characterized by gene expres-
sion level probability functions (GELPF), which for each possible gene
expression level value gives the probability of that value occurring for a
randomly-chosen gene. The empirical GELPF specifies the proportions
of distinct tags which have 1, 2, etc. transcripts present in an asso-
ciated mRNA sample (i.e., a normalized histogram of gene expression
levels). Analysis of such empirical histograms can lead to models of the
underlying GELPF in a cell and in a population of cells.
Let M be the size of the library, i.e. the total number of tags in it,

and nm be the observed number of distinct tags that have the expression
level m (occurring m times) in a given library of size M . The discrete
value nm roughly reflects the number of expressed genes with expression
level m in the cell sample due to experimental errors, non-unique tag-
gene matching and incorrect annotation of genes (see below). Let J
denote the observed expression level for the most abundant tag in the
library. The

PJ
m=1 nm = N is the number of distinct tags in the library.

The points (m, g(m)) for m = 1, . . . , J , where g(m) = nm/N , form the
histogram corresponding to the empirical GELPF.

Analyzing more than 50 human cDNA and SAGE libraries
presented by Cancer Genome Anatomy Project (CGAP) database
(www. ncbinlm.nih.gov/CGAP; www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/SAGE) we ob-
served that the empirical relative frequency distribution of expressed
genes, constructed for all analyzed libraries exhibited remarkably simi-
lar monotonically-skewed shapes with a greater abundance of rare tran-
scripts and more gaps among the higher-occurrence expression levels
(Kuznetsov & Bonner, 1999; Emmert-Buck et al., 2000). Moreover,
histograms for yeast SAGE libraries, as well as for mouse and for hu-
man SAGE or cDNA libraries also exhibit remarkably similar behavior
(Figure 9.1, Table 9.1).
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Figure 9.1. Fitting of the empirical frequency distributions of the gene expression levels.
Log-log plots. (a) ◦: G2/M-arrested yeast cell library with 20,096 SAGE tags; solid
step-function line: GDP model; ¤ : three pooled yeast cell libraries with 59,494 SAGE
tags (see Table 9.1); dotted step-function line GDP model for ¤-data. Insert plot.◦:
empirical cumulative fraction function Re-values (Re = (

Pm
j=1 j ·n(j,M))/(NM), where

n(j,M) is the observed number of distinct tags represented exactly by j copies in
a library with size M ;N is the total number of distinct tags in a library for the
◦-histogram (main plot); solid line is corresponding theoretical model R (R(m) =Pm
j=1 j·f(j))/

PJ
j=1 j·f(j)) computed by the GDP model f(j)(main plot). (Cumulative

data reduces the apparent “noise” in the histogram data). (b) Log-log plot. ¤ : human
normal brain cells library 154 with 81,516 SAGE tags; dotted step-function line : best-
fit GDP model for ¤-data; ◦: 8,936 SAGE tags sampled without replacement from
library 154 (sub-library 154.1; Table 9.1); solid step-function line: best-fit GDP
model for ◦-data. (c) Correlation plot of genes expression values in normal human
mammary epithelial cells (library 6360) and human breast invasive ductal carcinoma
cells (library 17716); (d) Log-log plot: ◦,M: empirical histograms for normal and
carcinoma cells described on plot (c), respectively; solid line links fitted GDP model
data for ◦-data.
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Table 9.1. Characterization of empirical frequency distributions of gene ex-
pression levels for human (H.s), mouse (Mo.) and yeast SAGE libraries.
URLs of libraries for human and mouse tissues (www.ncbinlm.nih.gov/UniLib;
www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/SAGE) and for yeast cells on G2/M-, S-, and log- phases
of cell growth (www.sagenet.org)

Sample M N p1 J J/M k ± SE b± SE
H.s.154.1 8936 4590 0.76 181 0.030 1.36±0.023 -0.12±0.013
H.s.17716 39473 14978 0.73 655 0.017 1.09±0.001 -0.26±0.001
H.s. 6360 49167 18511 0.72 540 0.011 1.10±0.001 -0.23±0.001
H.s.154 81516 19137 0.53 1598 0.020 1.25±0.012 0.57±0.016
Mo. 19018 43274 17754 0.72 630 0.015 1.19±0, 001 -0.17±0.001
Mo. 20427 64240 24796 0.73 425 0.007 1.14±0.001 -0.20±0.001
Yeast, G2/M 19527 5303 0.67 519 0.027 0.96±0.006 -0.20±0.006
Yeast, S 19871 5785 0.67 561 0.028 0.98±0.004 -0.20±0.004
Yeast, log 20096 5324 0.66 636 0.032 0.97±0.004 -0.17±0.004
Yeast, total 59494 11329 0.62 1716 0.029 0.94±0.008 -0.11±0.008

Several classes of distribution functions (Poisson, exponential, loga-
rithmic series, power law Pareto-like (Johnson et al.,1992) were fit to
the histograms. The model that best fit the empirical GELPF’s was the
Pareto-like function (Kuznetsov, 2001b):

f(m) = z−1/(m+ b)k+1, (9.1)

where f(m) is the probability that a distinct tag (representing a gene),
randomly chosen from N distinct tags, occurs m times in the library.
The function f(m) involves two unknown parameters, k, and b, where
k > 0, and b > −1; the normalization factor z is the generalized Riemann
Zeta-function value: z =

PJ
j=1(j + b)

−(k+1) , where J is the observed
expression level for the most abundant tag in the library; consequently
it increases with library size M and for large M value J >> aM , where
a > 0. We will call Eq.9.1 the Generalized Discrete Pareto (GDP) model.
The parameter k characterizes the skewness of the probability function;
the parameter b characterizes the deviation of the GDP distribution from
a simple power law (the GDP with b = 0, see, for example, dotted line on
Figure 9.1a). Insert plot on Figure 9.1a illustrates that the fitted GDP
model predicts well the empirical cumulative fraction function Re(m),
which demonstrates that our model fits well over the entire range of
experimental values.
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2.2 Effect of sample size on the distribution
shape

Similarly-sized libraries made using the same method from many dif-
ferent human tissues and cell lines have similar numbers of distinct gene
tags and are characterized by empirical GELPFs with nearly equiva-
lent parameters in their best-fit GDP models (Table 9.1). For example,
the correlation plot in Figure 9.1c shows many differences between ex-
pression levels of a same distinct SAGE tag (representing mRNAs) ob-
served in two libraries derived from normal human mammary epithelial
cells and from breast invasive carcinoma tissue (library sizes 49,167 and
39,473 SAGE tags, respectively). The Pearson correlation coefficient, r,
between the gene expression values for these two samples is 0.45. This is
a moderate level of similarity of gene-expression profiles. However, our
empirical GELPF and best-fit parameters of the GDP model for these
libraries are very similar (Figure 9.1d; Table 9.1).
As the size of any library increases the shape of the empirical GELPF

changes systematically: 1) the p1, fraction of distinct tags represented
by only one copy, becomes smaller, 2) the J increases proportionally
to M ; 3) t he parameter b becomes larger and  4) the parameter k
slowly decreases ( Figure 9.1b; Table 9.1). Although t he ye ast genome i s
less complex, yeast libraries behave similarly (Table 9.1; Figure 9.2a).
We also found that for yeast and human libraries, all values of scaling
parameter a (a = J/M) fall within narrow ranges (Table 9.1). These
observations suggest that all studied cell types have a general underlying
probability distrubution whose skewed form is dependent on the size of
the sample.
Importantly, in self-similar (fractal) biological and physical systems,

described by a simple power law, the parameter(s) are independent of
the size of the system (Adami, 1998; Stanley et al, 1999; Jeong et al.,
2000; Rzhetsky & Gomez, 2001), but not in our case. For example, Ta-
ble 9.1 shows that the parameter b in the GDP model becomes larger as
library size increases (r = 0.9 for 18 SAGE libraries, data not presented).
Power law models, including Eq.9.1, also predict an unlimited increase in
the number of species as the sample size approaches infinity (Appendix
A), whereas the number of species (expressed genes) is a finite number.
Thus, we must take into account the sample-size effect. We developed a
new statistical distribution model, called the Binomial Differential (BD)
distribution (Kuznetsov, 2001a; Kuznetsov, 2001b), which assumes ex-
plicitly that parameters are size-independent and a number of expressed
genes is a finite number (see below). This model also assumes that each
expressed gene has a finite probability of being observed in any given
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library obtained from a cell population, and each gene is statistically in-
dependently expressed. Although transcription events of specific genes
may be correlated in a given cell, most transcription events within a cell
population are expected to be statistically independent events. These
assumptions are consistent with observations (Chelly et al., 1989; Ko,
1992; Ross et al., 1994; Newlands et al., 1998). In the next section we
briefly describe our new model.

3. Probability distribution and an estimator of
the total number of expressed genes

Let us assume that Nt genes 1, 2, ..., Nt are expressed with Mt asso-
ciated transcripts in total in the cells of a large cell population. Also
assume that these genes are expressed independently with respective
probabilities q1, q2, ..., qNt , where Pr(a random transcript corresponds
to gene i) = qi.
Let the random variable si denote the number of transcripts in a

random library of size M . Note
PNt
i=1 si = M . When M ¿ Mt,

sampling with replacement is an acceptable model of library construc-
tion. This follows a multinomial distribution (Johnson et al.,1992) .
The joint probability of observing s1 = y1 mRNA transcripts of gene 1,
s2 = y2 mRNA transcripts of gene 2, ...., sNt = yNt mRNA transcripts
in a given library with size M is defined by the probability function
f(y1, . . . , yNt;M) := Pr[s1 = y1, . . . , sNt = yNt], where

f(y1, . . . , yNt;M) :=
M !QNt
j=1 yj !

NtY
j=1

q
yj
j . (9.2)

The function f has the unknown parameters q1, q2, ..., qNt, and Nt, to-
gether with the constraints

PNt
i=1 qi = 1 and

PNt
j=1 yj =M .

Let pm denote the probability that a randomly chosen distinct gene is
represented by m associated transcripts in the library for m = 1, 2, . . . .
Based the joint probability function f, we estimated the number of genes
at each expression level m and taken for all sampled transcript, when
M is large enough, we obtain the probability function of gene expression
levels, pm, in terms of the number of transcripts M and the estimated
number of genes N(M) in a sample of size M as follows (Kuznetsov,
2001a; Kuznetsov, 2001b):

pm ≈ h(m) := (−1)m+1 1
N

M !

m!(M −m)!
dmN

dMm
, (9.3)
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where m = 1, 2, . . . and N(M) is the differentiated function of M. We
will call the function h(m) the binomial differential (BD) function . Tak-
ing m = 1 in Eq.9.2, we obtain the ordinal differential equation:

dN

dM
= p1

N

M
(9.4)

with N(1) = 1. We call the function N(M) defined by Eq.9.4 the pop-
ulation “logarithmic growth” (LG) model. p1 is a decreasing function of
M (Kuznetsov, 2001b). We have used the empirical approximation:

p1 =
1 + (1/d)c

1 + (M/d)c
, (9.5)

where the c and d are positive constants. Using an explicit specification
of p1 allows us to fit the BD and LG models to empirical histograms.
With p1 defined by Eq.9.5, Eq.9.4 has an exact solution for N(M) in the
limit as M →∞:

N(M) =

µ
M c 1 + 1/dc

1 + (M/d)c

¶ 1+1/dc

c

(9.6)

with

lim
M→∞

N(M) = Nt = (1 + d
c)

1+1/dc

c . (9.7)

Nt is “the gene richness” estimator of the number of expressed genes
in a large population of cells. Using Eq.9.2 with the fitted parame-
ters d and c provides a mean of computing p1, p2,... at a given li-
brary size M . Note, unlike the fixed GDP models, the BD proba-
bility function depends on the number of distinct genes, N , and the
library size, M ; it also yields the finite value Nt for the total num-
ber of genes as M → ∞. The probability function pm has a skewed
form, and is approximated by the power law form (pm ∼ m−2; Lotka-
Zipf law, http://linkage.rockefeller.edu/wli/zipf), which describes many
other large-scale, complex phenomena such as income, word occurrence
in text, numbers of citations to a journal article, biological genera by
number of species, etc. (Yule, 1924; Simon and Van Wormer, 1963; Man-
delbrot, 1982).
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Figure 9.2. Analysis of the GELPF for yeast transcriptome. (a) Log-log plot. Dotted
step-function line: best-fit GDP model for original G2/M phase-arrested yeast cell library
(see Figure 9.1a). Solid step-function line: the fraction of genes/ORFs estimated by the
BD model for a single yeast cell; • : data simulated from fitted GDP model for N =3,009
ORFs; ◦: relative frequency of 3,009 genes/ORFs in a single log-phase yeast cell, estimated
from GeneChip data (www.hsph.harvard/geneexpression) (Jelinsky et al., 2000). Dashed line
links the fitted GDP model with k = 0.86 ± 0.01, b = 0.37 ± 0.003 for ◦-data. Histogram
for ◦-data was constructed as follows: for each ORF/gene, the scaled hybridization intensity
signal value, I, in the yeast GeneChip database (Jelinsky et al., 2000), was converted using
empirical formula m = (I − 20)/165 to the number of mRNA molecules per single yeast
cell ◦-data. (b) Growth curves for the SAGE library. ◦ : number of “true” distinct tags of
sub-libraries from pooled yeast library of 47,393 “true” tags; dashed line: LG model with
d = 20, 000± 1, 946; c = 0.356± 0.02 for ◦-data; •: number of genes/ORFs observed in these
sub-libraries; LG model with d = 6, 575± 185, c = 0.579± 0.01 for •-data; short-dashed line:
the number of redundant “true” tags.
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4. Determination of the number of expressed
genes and GELPF in a single cell

4.1 The number of expressed genes and GELPF
in a single yeast cell

Without removing experimental errors in SAGE libraries one can not
obtain an accurate estimate of the total number of expressed genes Nt
and GELPF . We selected only SAGE tags whose location on the or-
ganism’s chromosome map coincided with protein-coding gene or open
reading frame (ORF) regions. Our gene richness estimator (Eq.9.7)
could then from this data set estimate Nt and reconstruct the true un-
derlining GELPF, even when the SAGE library matches a fraction of
all genes. Figure 9.2 illustrates our approach using the Tag Location
database (http:genome-www.stanford.edu/Saccharomyces), which con-
tains ∼8,500 distinct SAGE tags that match ∼4,700 of ∼6,200 yeast
genes or open reading frames (ORFs). An ORF is a DNA sequence
which is (potentially) translatable into protein.
First, since almost all yeast protein-coding genes/ORFs and their lo-

cation on chromosomes are known, we obtained a fraction the “true”
distinct tags (and their expression levels) in a yeast SAGE library by
eliminating “the sequencing error tags” (Velculescu et al., 1997) that
fail to match yeast genome, and erroneous tags that fail to match known
3’NLaIII genes/ORFs regions and adjacent 3’end regions presented in
the chromosome Tag Location database. Second, by random sampling
“true” tags, we constructed population growth curves for the numbers of
“true” distinct tags and for the corresponding numbers of genes/ORFs
tabulated in the Tag Location database (Figure 9.2b). The LG model
(Eq.9.6) fits the size-dependent data both for “true” tags and data for
genes/ORFs. In the case of “true” distinct tags (◦, Figure 9.2b), our esti-
mator (Eq.9.7) predicts a very large value: 25, 103±2, 000 distinct “true”
tags in a large yeast cell population. For genes/ORFs (•, Figure 9.2b), a
reasonable estimate (see, for example, Cantor & Smith, 1999; Johnson,
2000) of the total number of expressed genes, Nt = 7, 025 ± 200, was
obtained. Because a pooled library has been used, we can conclude that
all or almost all yeast genes are expressed in growing normal yeast cell
population, i.e. Nt ≈ G, where G is the total number of genes in the
entire genome.
At any given time, a cell generates only a subset of the possible mRNA

transcripts encoded by Ncell genes in the genome. Using the estimated
parameters c = 0.579 and d = 6, 580 in the LG function (Eq.9.6) and
an estimate Mcell = 15, 000 of the number of mRNAs per yeast cell
( Velculescu et al., 1997), Eq.9.7 predicts Ncell = 3, 009 ORFs per cell.
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This estimate is consistent with our estimate for a single yeast cell in
the G2/M phase-arrested state (2,936 genes/ORFs;Kuznetsov, 2001b)
and ~10% smaller than a published estimate of the number of expressed
genes/ORFs in a log-phase yeast cell (3,298 genes/ORFs;Velculescu et
al., 1997). Note, the latter estimate has a positive bias because it was
obtained without elimination of SAGE tags that do not match to non-
coding regions of DNA and without correction of the estimate on SAGE
tag redundancy.
The GELPF for a single yeast cell (Figure 9.2a) was estimated for

corrected data with both the BD (Eq.9.3) and GDP models (Eq.9.1)
(Kuznetsov, 2001b). To validate an GELPF model based on SAGE data,
we also used independent data obtained by Affymetrix GeneChip tech-
nology (Jelinsky & Samson, 1999) which detects more, rarely-expressed
yeast genes than the SAGE method. Figure 9.2a shows a histogram
constructed for the normalized hybridization signals converted to gene
expression values for 3,000 more-highly expressed genes/ORFs repre-
senting ~16,000 transcripts in a yeast log-phase cell. Figure 9.2a shows
that the frequency distribution for the GeneChip microarray data fol-
lows the GDP model and is consistent with the GELPF for corrected
SAGE data. Similar skewed form of frequency distributions were also
observed in 30 other microarray samples (untreated and treated) from
yeast cells ( Holstege et al., 1998; Jelinsky & Samson, 1999; Jelinsky et
al., 2000).

4.2 Estimate of the number of expressed genes
and the GELPF in a human cell

After validation with the yeast database, we can apply the BD model
to a large human cell SAGE transcriptome (Velculescu et al., 1999) in
order to predict the GELPF for a single human cell and for large pop-
ulations of the same cell type. Figure 9.3a shows that the GDP model
(step-function 1) fits well to an empirical histogram of distinct tags for
a pooled library of colon cancer cells (with library size 591,717 tags)
(Velculescu et al., 1999). To obtain the “true” distinct tags for human
colon cancer transcriptome data set, we first selected all 69,381 distinct
tags and then discarded the tags that did not match UniGenes associ-
ated with “known” genes in the UniGene database ( Lash et al., 2000).
We also discarded those tags that are classified as “sequence errors” in
the yeast database. We obtained 19,777 “true” tags forming a new li-
brary with 411,361 tags. The number of mRNAs in a typical human
cell, Mcell, is ∼ 300, 000 copies per cell (Velculescu et al., 1999). Tak-
ing 300,000 tags randomly from 411,361 tags, we obtained 17,690 “true”
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Figure 9.3. Analysis of the GELPF for human and yeast transcriptomes. (a) Log-log
plot. ¦ : the numbers of 69,381 distinct tags for the human colon cancer transcriptome
SAGE library of size 591,717 tags; dotted step-function line : best-fit GDP models with
k = 0.98 ± 0.005, b = 0.405 ± 0.007 for ¦-data. Solid step-function line in curve-sets 1 and
2 : the number of genes by the BD model for a single yeast cell and a single human cell,
respectively; dashed line in curve-sets 1 and 2 : the best-fit the GDP model to these data
points for the yeast (+) and the human single cell (◦; with k = 0.75±0.089, b = 1.07±0.25),
respectively. Histograms 1 and 2 were generated from fitted GDP model for 3,009 genes in a
single yeast cell and 10,337 genes in a single human cell,respectively. Insert plot. Dotted lines
: the cumulative fraction plots computed from the ◦- and +- histograms, respectively; solid
lines : the cumulative fraction function, R, from best-fit GDP model (for dashed lines on main
plot). (b) Growth curves for tag subsets of human library. ◦ : the number of “true” distinct
tags in sub-libraries from the human colon cancer cell lines transcriptome library of 411,391
“true” tags; curve 1 (dashed line) : best-fit LG model (with d = 46, 232±200, c = 0.319±001)
for ◦-data; curve 2 (dotted line) : best-fit of Ng + Nr (see Appendix B) to ◦-data; curve 3
(solid line) the number of different genes Ng ; curve 4 ( — — – ) : the number of redundant
distinct tags Nr; curve 5 (short-dashed line) : the number of redundant distinct tags for yeast
data (see also shot-dashed line in Figure 9.2b).
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distinct tags which represent the content of a single colon cancer cell
(Figure 9.3a, GDP model: step-function line 2). Figure 9.3b shows that
Monte-Carlo generated growth curve for “true” tags data is fitted by the
LG model. However, this fit yields the value Nt = 72, 884 as M → ∞
(with c = 0.319 ± 0.010; d = 46, 232 ± 200). This estimate is about
twice as big as the recent estimates (∼26,000-35,000 genes) provided by
the Human Genome Sequencing Projects for the entire human genome
(Venter et al., 2001; IHGSC, 2001). This implies that the total number
of “true” tags that match the same gene dramatically grows when the
SAGE library size becomes bigger.
Let Ng(M) denote the true number of expressed genes in a library

of size M . If N(M) is the total number of “true” distinct tags in the
same library, then Nr = N − Ng is the number of distinct tags that
redundantly represent genes. Introducing the function Nr(M) allows
us to deal with the tags-to-gene and tag-to-genes multiple matching
problem ( Velculescu et al., 1999; Lash et al., 2000; Caron et al., 2001).
Figure 9.3b shows the number of expressed genes Ng (curve 3), the
number of redundant tags Nr (curve 4), and the sum of Ng +Nr (curve
2) with increasing sample size. Figure 9.3b also shows that the number of
redundant tags occurring in a human library (curve 4) is larger than the
number of redundant tags extrapolated for the same-size yeast library
(curve 5) (see also Figure 9.2b). The latter difference is expected due
to the higher complexity of the human genome. The best-fit estimate
of Ng (curve 3, Figure 9.3b) predicts Ncell = 10, 336 expressed genes for
a single cell (at Mcell = 300, 000 tags); Nt = 31, 238 expressed genes
are predicted by the LG model for a large colon cancer cell population
(M →∞). Note that our procedure for selection of “true” tags tend to
be conservative, because some of the UniGene clusters may be erroneous
itself, and UniGene database is large, but not a complete catalogue of
all human transcript, i.e. does not cover entire human genome(Lash et
al., 2000). Therefore, some SAGE tags which we discarded may still
represent real transcripts, as was shown many times (for example, Croix
et al., 2000).

Comparison of GELPFs for yeast and human single cells.
Figure 9.3a shows the probability function for the number of expressed
genes for a single colon cancer human cell (step-function 2) and for a
single yeast cell (step-function 3) estimated by the BD model. These
functions were computed as described in Appendix B. To show the vari-
ability of the frequencies of different genes at the different expression
levels, we also sampled expression levels from the fit GDP model Ncell
times (Ncell = 10, 336) (◦, Figure 9.3a), just as we did for yeast data.
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The shapes of the yeast and human GELPFs are quite similar (Figure
9.3a). However, 38% and 31% of active genes are represented by a single
mRNA copy per cell for yeast and human cells, respectively. The GDP
model parameter values are significantly different (k = 1.51± 0.002 and
b = 2.07 ± 0.009 for a single yeast cell, and k = 0.747 ± 0.089 and
b = 1.074 ± 0.250 for a single human cell, respectively) as well as the
cumulative fraction of mRNAs plots (insert plot on Figure 9.3a). On
average, there are five mRNAs per gene in a single yeast cell and 30
mRNAs per gene in a single human cell.

5. Global Transcription Response to Damaging
Factors

The GELPF can be used to characterize global changes in tran-
scriptional profiles that take place when cells are exposed to reac-
tive chemical agents, such that virtually every molecule in a cell
is at risk of being altered in some way. We have inspected
data at http:/www.hsph.harvard.edu/geneexpression which represents
30 mRNA profiles of ∼6,200 yeast genes/ORFs sampled from normal
cells at the different phases of cell growth and cells treated with clini-
cally relevant chemical and physical damaging factors. These data sets
have been obtained by GeneChip microarrays technology. Despite the
differences of chemical factors and differences in transcription profiles in
cells on different phases of cell growth, the responses of cells on diverse
exposures look very uniform. We found that global response of tran-
scription machinery in yeast cells is a non-linear function of damaging
level (Figure 9.4a). Interestingly, the relationships between total num-
ber of expressed genes in treated cells and the levels of cell damaging is
opposite to mRNAs response (Figure 9.4b).
Figure 9.4c shows the typical changes of the empirical frequency dis-

tribution and of the shape of fit GDP model in the case of response
S. cerevisiae genes upon exposure to a mildly toxic dose of a alkylat-
ing agent, methyl methanesulfonate (MMS). Inserted plot in Figures
9.4c shows that the number of low-expressed genes per treated cell is
increased, but expression levels of highly-abundant transcripts are de-
creased. Note that for all our analysis the hybridization signals corre-
sponding to ≥ 0.5 mRNA molecule per cell were considered. Correlation
plot on Figure 9.4d shows that gene-expression profiles for pairs of the
samples obtained from normal cells are highly reproducible (r12 = 0.91).
Figure 9.4d also shows that damaging factor mostly amplifies a tran-
scription of many hundreds of rarely-transcribed genes and reduces an
abundance of transcripts of highly- and moderately- active genes. At 60
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min after initiation of the treatment, the total number of expressed genes
per cell was increased by ∼ 600 (20%) genes; however, the total number
of mRNAs was decreased by ∼ 2, 000 molecules (12%). We obtained
similar relationships in normal and MMS-treated cells sampled on the
G1-, S- and G2- phase of cell growth and in cells sampled on log-phase of
cell growth and then treated with several distinct damaging agents (data
not presented). Jelinsky et al. (1999; 2000) shows that MMS exposure
represses groups of genes involved in RNA and nucleotide synthesis, in
the synthesis and assembly of ribosomal proteins and, simultaneously,
MMS activates protein-degradation processes.
Non-linear amplification and/or induction of the expression of hun-

dreds of very low-transcribed genes at any phase of cell growth in a
quantitatively predictable manner is a big surprise. How does the cell
regulate the massive production of these rare mRNAs in such low, but
reasonably determined numbers per cell? We could assume that in a nor-
mal yeast cell the limited amount of specific transcription factors and
other less specific regulatory elements of transcription machinery may
exist. Most of these regulator molecules could be pre-occupied during
much time with the transcription of genes coding the highly-abundant
and moderately-abundant proteins (i.e., ribosomal genes). Stress fac-
tors or damaging agents could dramatically reduce de novo transcrip-
tion and de novo protein synthesis (Jelinsky & Samson, 1999; Jelinsky
et al., 2000), lead to temporal increasing of free transcription factors in
cell nucleus and increase a possibility of the interaction of transcription
factors with promoter regions of many normally rarely-expressed genes.
Interestingly, the observed global gene response to different stress con-

ditions in yeast cell populations demonstrates the properties of finite-size
self-organized critical (SOC) systems (diverse class of random cellular
automata models) (Kauffman, 1993; Adami, 1998). Such systems, which
based on simple logical rules, assume that a finite number of different
components (i.e., genes) locally interact in the system, where a noise
can propagate through the entire system and leads, at some conditions,
to catastrophically big events (Adami, 1998). Power law-like distribu-
tions associated with SOC systems demonstrate size-dependent effects,
robustness to perturbations, changes in the system composition and in
network re-organization in response to random environment.

6. Stochastic and Descriptive Models of Gene
Expression Process

Analysis of human transcriptome has allowed us to estimate the cu-
mulative numbers of both expressed protein-coding genes as well as er-
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Figure 9.4. Global transcriptional response of yeast cells to damaging agent MMS. Re-
lationships between the number of mRNA transcript per cell (a), the number of expressed
genes per cell (b) and the percent survival (as determined by colony-forming activity test).
The percent of survival for several data points did not measured directly, but it was esti-
mated by the dose-dependence or time-dependence relationships for a same damaging factor.
◦, • :untreated and treated cells, respectively. (c): Log-phase yeast cells were exposed to
0.1% MMS for one hour and resulted in the 90% survival (sa determined by the colony-forming
ability). Log-log plot. ◦ : normal cell sample (#zero2) with 2,970 genes/ORFs representing
16,762 mRNAs/cell; dotted step-function line : best-fit GDP model at k = 0.86± 0.001 and
b = 0.37 ± 0.003 for ◦-data; • : 3,548 genes/ORFs representing 14,733 mRNAs/cell; solid
step-function line: best-fit GDP model at k = 1.26 ± 0.003 and b = 1.0 ± 0.009 for ◦-data.
Insert plot: Log-linear plots for the left-side of the distributions presented on major plot at
m < 15. (d) ◦, • : Correlation plots of the expression value of pairs (m1,m2) in normal cell
samples ( #zero1, #zero3;r212 = 0.91) and of (m1,m3) in pair of normal and treated cell
samples (#zero2, #MMS;r213 = 0.65), respectively.
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roneous and redundant sequences. After eliminating the erroneous tags
and redundant tags, we estimated that there are ∼10,000 protein-coding
genes expressed in any random single human colon cancer cell. This
estimate is ∼5.5 times smaller than the previous estimate of 56,000 ex-
pressed genes per cell made for the same human SAGE transcriptome
(Velculescu et al., 1999). Thus, an effective process for removing both
erroneous tags and redundant multiple matching tags from SAGE li-
braries is critical for obtaining an accurate profile of expressed genes and
for more accurately estimating the number of genes in human cells and
in other organisms. After removing the errors and redundancy, GELPF
for yeast shows that ∼1,200 genes/ORFs are represented on average by
a single mRNA molecule per cell (Figure 9.2a). The population growth
curve for genes/ORFs (Figure 9.2b) indicates that ∼3,800 additional
genes/ORFs (∼55% of all yeast genes) are expressed at less then one
transcript per cell. These estimates are consistent with our estimates
based on data found in the large-scale yeast oligonucleotide microarray
databases (Figure 9.4c). Similar statistical analysis for human transcrip-
tome data indicates that ∼70% of all protein-coding human genes are
expressed with less than 1 transcript per cell (Figure 9.3a). These re-
sults strongly support our assumption that a major fraction of expressed
genes in an eukaryotic cell are transcribed sporadically and randomly.

This point is supported by many observations. Activating gene
expression is a complex, multi-step probability process that must ul-
timately load the transcription machinery onto a gene. This can only
occur when appropriate chromatin states allow specific transcription fac-
tors to access the relevant sequences within a promoter. Once bound,
these factors and associated transcriptional cofactors form a complex
that positions RNA polymerase so transcription can begin. The tran-
scription of different genes in different species is a fast process with a rate
of ∼1-2 kb/min (Femino et al., 2000; Jackson, 2000). During prolifera-
tion, a mammalian cell can produce ∼ 107 copies of the specific protein.
An example of this is the transcription initiation factor eIF-4A (Jackson,
2000). A single copy gene can sustain this level of protein synthesis if it
transcribed continuously with one to two initiations per minute (assum-
ing transcription rate of 2 kb/min, translation rate of 250 amino acids per
minute at 1 initiation per 0.4 minutes and average mRNA life-time and
cell cycle parameters taken in (Jackson, 2000). However, even in pro-
liferating mammalian cells, many of genes are transcribed infrequently,
typically less than once per hour (Jackson, 2000). It is clear from the
corrected probability distribution of gene expression levels in both pro-
liferative and non-proliferative cells (Figure 9.1, Figure 9.3; Table 9.1)
that the most mRNAs presented at < 2 copies per cell need only to be
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transcribed very seldom (i.e. > 1 molecule per 5 hours at a typical half-
life (τ1/2 = 5 h−1) for human mRNAs ( Jackson, 2000). Mechanistic
aspects of such pulse transcription process in a cell may be due to (1)
temporal modulation of supercoiling effects of chromosomes, (2) tempo-
ral inactivation of regulatory repressors (i.e. the promoter methylation),
and (3) the limited amount of specific transcription factors and other
regulatory elements of transcription machinery which could be preoccu-
pied for a long time with the transcription of genes coding for abundant
proteins.
There is growing evidence that initiation of transcription of at least a

major fraction of expressed genes has been observed to occur sporadically
and randomly both in time and location on chromosomes in a variety
of cell systems. Much work in support of this mechanism has been
done in cell cultures in which gene activity was determined on separated
cells rather than as the entire cell tissue population. It was reported
(Weintraub, 1988; Walters et al., 1995) that enhancers act to increase the
probability but not the rate of transcription. This random on/off model
of initiation/suppression of transcription is supported by the results in
(Ko, 1992; McAdams, 1999). It was also shown that luciferase reporter
promoter genes in transfected cells shuttle on and off in individual cells
(Ross et al., 1994; Hume, 2000), theorizing that transcription might be
a random event occurring infrequently and in short pulses. Newlands et
al. (1998) and Sano et al. (2001) have shown striking examples of such
stochastic gene expression patterns.

Based on statistical analysis of GELPFs in different cell tissue
types, states of the same-type cells and cell types from different species,
we suggested that the existence of such random transcription process
implies that all or almost all protein-coding genes in a genome should
have a small but positive probability to be transcribed in any given cell
during any fixed time-interval. This suggestion is consistent with the
observation of many low abundance transcripts of various tissue-specific
genes in human cells of different type, such as fibroblasts, lymphocytes,
etc. (Chelly et al., 1989). Although not all cells of a population would
have a copy of a specific transcript at a given moment, we would expect
to see all these genes expressed, at least at a low level, in a sufficiently
large cell population at any point in time. That is, ergodicity holds. This
point is supported by data in GeneChip database (Jelinsky et al., 2000):
we observed that only 250 ORFs (∼150 of them are “questionable” or
“hypothetical” ORFs) of ∼6,200 genes/ORFs were not expressed in 6
samples from normal growing yeast cells. In mammalian cells, a signifi-
cant fraction of genes are established with silencing (transcripts are not
observed); the silent state of a gene can be inherited, but later reacti-
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vated involving the stochastic, all-or-non mechanism at the level of a
single cell (Sutherland, et al., 2000). Hybridization experiments show
that in proliferated HeLa cells at least 50,000 different transcriptional
units in non-repeated DNA are transcribed (Jackson, 2000). That num-
ber overestimates recent estimates of the number of genes in the entire
human genome reported by the Human Genome Sequencing Projects
(26,000-35,000 genes; Venter et al., 2001; IHGSC, 2001). By our conser-
vative estimates, presented above, ∼31,200 genes are active in human
colon cell type. Based on this data, we might suggest that all or almost
all genes of entire human genome are transcribed in distinct human cell
types, i.e. we postulate a formula: G ≈ Nti , where G, Nti are the total
number of expressed genes in the entire human genome and in i-th tissue
type.

Random and seldom on/off transcription events must be more
general in genes and gene clusters with low probability of transcrip-
tion. Physically, such random “basal” levels of gene transcription events
might reflect nonlinear on/off-triggering of the independent “gene regu-
latory complexes” to internal or external fluctuations including thermal
molecular motion. Generally, movement of proteins within the nucleus
by passive, randomly directed diffusion and other dynamical properties
of proteins in the nucleus are associated with stochastic mechanisms of
gene expression ( Misteli, 2001). Low probability transcription events for
many genes could be mediated by its own specific transcripts (Thieffry
et al. 1998). In recent years, a diverse class of nuclear small regulatory
RNAs (often denoted riboregulators ) was found, which involved in cel-
lular responses to stress conditions, and which act as global (negative)
regulators by affecting the expression of many genes (Eddy, 2001). Many
of these non-coding RNAs are cis-anti-sense RNAs that overlap coding
genes on the other genomic strand. In our analysis of yeast transcrip-
tome , we found that in a cell ∼500 distinct tags matched anti-sense
sequences matches totally ∼1000 genome regions. A significant fraction
of RNA transcripts associated with this large number of SAGE tags
might be involved in negative control of transcription of protein-coding
genes. On the another hand, fast metabolism of nuclear non-coding
RNA molecules provides more mobility of enhancer and promoter re-
gions, as well as many protein molecules involved in transcription process
and, finally, permits a spatio-temporal conditions for the transcription of
particular groups genes which previously were non-activated (Jackson,
2000). Thus, we suspect that in response to environmental changes,
various stress conditions and local fluctuation of molecular composition
the initiation of transcription process and regulation post-transcription
events for many rarely-expressed genes could be under dynamical con-
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trol of small non-coding genes, many of them represent anti-sense RNA
transcripts. Such autoregulation tends to keep the low-expressed gene
“half-on” sporadically providing the mechanism of low expression for
many genes.
Because the distribution of the life-times of “switch-on” and “switch-

off” states for genes in a single cell appears to have a long right tail
(McAdams, 1999), one of the two alleles of the same locus for a given
low-expressed gene might be present in the same state for a long pe-
riod of time. If this is the case, a natural clonal selection process in a
population of the cells could select the clone(s) with monoallelic gene
expression , i.e. phenomenon in which only a single copy, or allele, of a
given gene of diploid organisms appears (Hollander, 1999; Ohlsson et al.,
2001; Cook et al., 1998). Asymmetric transcription of “long-term con-
trolled” rarely-expressed genes might be also limited by non-uniformly
distributed concentration of components of the preinitiation complex
and some specific transcription factors. These concentration limits might
also lead to monoallelic gene expression phenomena.

7. Probability Distributions of the Numbers of
Putative Proteins by Their Cluster Sizes and
DNA-binding Proteins by the Regulated
Promoters

The probability distribution of expressed genes at the level of cyto-
plasmic mRNAs in a cell effects the probability distribution of the syn-
thesizing proteins. We expect certain similarity in (self-)organization of
the gene expression processes at the protein level, to those that we ob-
served for the mRNA transcription level. Recently, Drs. Ramsden and
Vohradsky (Ramsden & Vohradsky, 1998; Vohradsky & Ramsden, 2001)
have found that the rates of occurrence of observed highly abundant
proteins of prokaryotic organisms follow a skew distribution, which we
assume could be fit by our GDP and BD models1.

1To analyse empirical distributions of the rates of proteins synthesis Drs. Ramsden and
Vohradsky (Ramsden & Vohradsky, 1998) used a model proposed by Mandelbrot for the rank-
frequency distribution of words in text sequences Mandelbrot, 1982. However, the model fit
systematically only a portion of the range that can be approximated by the model. The
results indicated that occurrences of most probable “protein” words as well as most rarely
observed “protein” words are very different from those predicted by the Mandelbtot model
for natural languages. Note also, that the linguistic value of Mandelbrot model has been
doubted for a long time. Mandelbrot (Mandelbrot, 1982) and others (Li, 1992) have shown
that even randomly generated “text” (with words of different length) exhibits power-law
behavior closed to that of natural languages.
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The proteins clustered by the similarity of the protein sequences shows
another interesting example of the skew distribution in proteomic. Li
et al. (2001) applied the clustering algorithm, which they developed,
to count the number of the protein clusters in a population of 40,580
putative ‘proteins’ found in the International Protein Index database
(http://www.ensemble.org/IPI). Log-log plot in Figure 9.5a shows that
empirical frequency distribution of the constructed protein clusters ver-
sus the cluster sizes contains two distinct distributions. The frequency
distribution of the fist highly diverse subpopulation of the clusters (con-
tained ∼97% of 40,580 proteins), fitted well by the GDP model (at
k = 1.65± 0.006; b = −0.32± 0.04; J = 71). The second subpopulation
of the clusters contains a few large-size clusters (i.e. zinc finger proteins
cluster is the largest, with 479 proteins). The negative value of param-
eter b, and large fraction of “singleton” protein sequences (p1 = 0.87),
indicates the large number of “erroneous” small-size clusters and to un-
dersampling of the data set. We might expect that many of observed
25,237 “singleton” proteins might be clustered when a population of well-
defined proteins will be larger and when clustering algorithms become
more accurate.
Analysis of the empirical frequency distribution of the numbers of

97 identified proteins regulating a given number of promoters in E.coli
provides interesting insight into the structure of the entire regulatory
system of initiation of transcription (Thieffry et al. 1998). On a log-log
plot, this data give us an idea of the complexity of transcriptional regu-
lation in E. coli. by proteins (Figure 9.5b). This figure shows that GDP
model sufficiently well approximates the empirical frequency distribu-
tion at k = 1.45 ± 0.053; b = 1.91± 0.17. Figure 9.5a reflects also how
complex the initiation of transcription for a given promoter can be. For
example, the last right-hand point of Figure 9.5b shows that there is a
single common protein in E.coli proteome which in potentially involved
in regulation of 71 distinct promoters; however, 54 of 97 regulating pro-
teins (55%) interact with only 1 to 2 promoters and, on average, one of
these DNA-binding proteins controls 4 promoters.

8. Protein Domain Statistics in Proteomes

8.1 Statistical Analysis of Proteome Complexity

Basic evolutionary processes are probably most effectively understood
in terms of distinct protein domain coding DNA sequences and thus in
terms of associated protein domains, rather than in terms of genes as
the primary evolving units (Rubin et al., 2000; Li et al., 2001; Koonin
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Figure 9.5. Skew probability distributions in proteomic. (a) Probability distribution of
putative protein clusters by the cluster sizes. The 40,580 putative proteins have been selected
and clustered by a measure of proportionality of identical amino acids in aligned region
between paired sequences ( Li et al., 2001) at the level of similarity I ≥ 30% proposed by
the authors. Log-log plot: ◦ : a number of protein clusters; solid line and dotted line: fitted
GDP (b = −0.32 ± 0.004; k = 1.65 ± 0.006) and simple power law (at κ = 2.33 ± 0.03) for
◦-data at J≤71 , respectively. The 2-d, 3-d and 4-th empirical points on the left side of the
plot represent averages of 3, 5 and 10 observations, respectively. (b) Relationships between
a fraction of regulatory proteins and the number of regulated promoters in E. Coli (Thieffry
et al. 1998). Log-log plot: ◦ : data; solid line: best-fit GDP model at b = 1.91 ± 0.17 and
k = 1.45± 0.053 for ◦ -data.
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et al., 2000; Venter et al., 2001; IHGSC, 2001). Protein domains gen-
erally correspond to locally folded segments of proteins that serve as
active binding sites governing selective interactions of a protein with
other specific molecules. For many different proteins, these domains can
be found alone or in combination with other or the same domains so as
to combinatorially form the functional parts of the proteins that make
up the proteome. Currently, about 4,700 “identifiable” domains that
collectively occurred in more than 600,000 putative (predicted) proteins
of 6 eukaryotes and more than 40 prokaryotes were described in the In-
terpro database at the end of 2001 (www.ebi.ac.uk/interpro/). Current
protein domain and protein family databases are incomplete and have
errors and redundancies. It is obvious that many distinct domain coding
DNA sequences and thus the associated protein domains have been (1)
highly conserved in evolution and (2) shared among different organisms
(Rubin et al., 2000; Li et al., 2001; Venter et al., 2001; IHGSC, 2001).
For example, about 50% of the 1401 Interpro protein domains of Sac-
charamyces cerevisiae, Drosophila melanogaster, Caenorhabditis elegans
are shared among these organisms. Only about 7% of Interpro domains
are unique to the human proteome in comparison to these organisms
(IHGSC, 2001). During evolution, proteomes have become more com-
plex through such processes as gene duplication, mutation, and shuffling
in vertical descent within the same species organisms (paralogous pro-
cesses) and in horizontal displacement of genes between different species
(orthologous processes) (Rubin et al., 2000; Koonin et al., 2000; Fried-
man & Hughes, 2001). It appears that a domain that has appeared in
a specie has a significant chance to be conserved in evolution. Rather,
more combinations of domains arise as protein complexity grows. Thus,
most of the biological functions appear to be provided by a limited set of
shared protein domains which can be traced back to a common ancestor
species (Rubin et al., 2000; Venter et al., 2001; IHGSC, 2001). This sug-
gests that basic evolutionary processes could be fruitfully understood in
terms of protein domains.
How can we quantitatively describe proteome complexity? The fre-

quencies of occurrence of distinct domains are very different even in the
same eukaryotic proteome (Rubin et al., 2000): most domains are found
only once (though the same domain is present in many other organisms)
in a given proteome; however, a small percentage of domains occur very
often. A given protein contains from one to many dozen domains, and
may include the same domain several times. Moreover, a given domain
may appear in many distinct proteins in the same proteome and in the
proteomes of many distinct species. Generally, possible relationships
between protein domains and proteins may be presented by a bipartite
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Figure 9.6. A bipartite graph network of six domains (labeled 1 through 6) and 12 proteins
(labeled A through L), with edges joining each protein to the domains in which it is included.
Dashed line indicates an appearance of domain 6 in protein I.

graph. Figure 9.6 shows a small bipartite graph with six domains (la-
beled 1 to 6) and 12 proteins (labeled A through L), with edges joining
each protein to the domains it includes. Let the proteome domain profile
for a specific organism be the list of all distinct protein domains inherent
to the organism, together with the numbers of occurrences of each of the
domains in the proteome of the organism. Each protein that makes up
the proteome is represented just once in counting domain occurrences.
There is a fundamental statistical description of a proteome domain pro-
file which consists of the distribution of the domain occurrence values in
the profile.
Let X denote the number of occurrences of a random distinct domain

in the profile. We may define the domain occurrence probability function
(DOPF) f(m) := P (X = m) for m = 1, 2, . . . . The DOPF gives the
probability of each possible domain occurrence value 1,2, etc. arising for
a random domain in the proteome domain profile.
Currently, the proteome domain profiles for studied organisms, even

those having fully sequenced genomes, are incomplete and can only be
approximated by various inference-based methodologies such as analy-
sis of the genome sequences of the organism. Let nm be the observed
number of distinct domains which have the occurrence value m (occur-
ring m times) in a given sample from the proteome. Let J denote the
observed occurrence value for the most frequent domain in the sample
proteome. The

PJ
m=1 nm = N is the number of distinct domains in the

sample. The points (m, g(m)) for m = 1, . . . , J , where g(m) = nm/N ,
form the histogram corresponding to the empirical DOPF. Thus, the
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Figure 9.7. Comparative analysis of proteome complexity in yeast, worm and fly. (a)
• : Empirical frequency distribution of domain occurrence values in yeast proteome sample;
solid step-function line: the GDP model for ◦-data; dotted line: best-fit Riemann-Zipf model
(b = 0; k > 0) for •-data. (b) Empirical frequency distribution of domain occurrence values
in fly (◦) and worm (+) proteome samples; solid step-function line: the GDP model for
◦-data; (c) Correlation plot: co-occurrences of protein domains in yeast and fly proteomes.
Solid line: the regression the model mfly = 2.23+1.85 ·myest, where mfly and myest are the
occurrence values for fly and yeast proteome samples, respectively; dotted line is a diagonal.
(d) Empirical frequency distribution of domain occurrence values in yeast proteome sample
(•) and same-size sub-samples randomly-chosen from fly (◦) and worm (+) proteome samples;
solid line, dashed line and dotted line fit points calculated by the best-fit GDP model for •-,
◦-, and +-data, respectively; sub-samples from worm and fly data sets containing by 4,745
domain occurrences.
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Table 9.2. Characteristics of protein domain families. Nt : the total number of
genes/ORFs; A: the number of identifiable proteins corresponding to domain fami-
lies; Am>1: the number of identifiable proteins contained more than one InterPro do-
mains; N : the number of distinct InterPro domains; M : the total number of domain
occurrences per proteome ( Rubin et al., 2000). µ: average number of appearances
of a given domain in proteome (“average diameter” of domains-proteins network); α:
average number of domains per protein; p1 : the fraction of domain occurred ones;
k, b : parameters of the GDP model; κ : the slope parameter of simple power law;
ΨGDP , ΨPL : model selection criterion (Kuznetsov, 2001b) for the GDP and the
simple power law, respectively

Fly Worm Yeast Flys Worms

N t 13603 18424 6241 - -
A 7419 8356 3056 - -
Am>1 2130 2261 672 - -
N 1177 1144 1000 847 787
M 11569 12822 4547 4547 4547
α 9.8 11.2 4.4 5.4 5.8
µ 1.56 1.53 1.49 - -
J 579 545 125 236 199
p1 0.26 0.29 0.39 0.38 0.42
k 1.24±0.02 1.01±0.001 1.54±0.019 1.41±0.008 1.0±0.007
b 3.0±0.016 1.95±0.007 2.10±0.063 2.00±0.03 0.91±0.02
ΨGDP 4.7 5.7 5.5 5.3 5.5
κ 0.69 0.65 0.82 0.46 0.53
ΨPL 0.8 1.4 0.03 3.6 4.7

empirical DOPF specifies the fractions of distinct domains that occur
1, 2, . . . times in the sample. The empirical DOPF is just the normal-
ized histogram of domain occurrence values (Figure 9.7a,b).
We analyzed the empirical DOPF for the proteomes of a number of

fully-sequenced organisms. The data we used was obtained from the In-
terpro database (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/interpro). We examined how the
empirical DOPFs change with the increasing complexity of eukaryotic
organisms including S. cerevisiae, C. elegans, Drosophila melanogaster,
Homo Sapience, Guillardia Theta and also several bacteria (L. Lactis,
E. Coli, etc).
We observed that for each proteome, the histograms of domain occur-

rence values exhibited remarkably similar monotonically-skewed shapes
with a greater abundance of bigger domain occurrence values and more
gaps among these higher-occurrence values. Figures 9.7a,b show the em-
pirical probability functions (histograms) of the domain occurrence val-
ues in the proteome samples of S. cerevisiae, C. Elegans and Drosophila
melanogaster. The histograms for the fly and for the worm are most
similar, reflecting their greater complexity and proteome size. Note,
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“the protein sets” used were samples of the proteomes, not the complete
proteome data sets. In particular, we have used a list of 1401 InterPro
domains (Rubin et al., 2000). We observed 1,000 of these domains in
the yeast protein set, 1,144 in the worm protein set, and 1,177 in the fly
protein set.
All the histograms we studied can be approximated by the generalized

discrete Pareto probability (GDP) function (Kuznetsov, 2001b):

f(m) = z−1/(m+ b)k+1,

where f(m) is the probability that a domain, randomly chosen from the
N distinct domains, occurs m times in the sample of proteome. The
function f involves two unknown parameters, k, and b, where k > 0,
and b > −1; the normalization factor z is the generalized Riemann Zeta-
function value: z =

PJ
j=1(j + b)

−(k+1).
Let M be the total number of occurrences of domains in the sample

proteome. We will callM the connectivity number. This number reflects
the complexity of the proteome: M is larger for multicellular eukaryotic
organisms (the fly and the worm has the connectivity numbers 12,822
and 11,569, respectively) than for single-cell organisms (M is only 4,547
for the yeast). Interestingly, that the mean of domain occurrence value
in a set of distinct domains, M/N , is also larger for more complex or-
ganisms. Moreover, M positively correlates with the occurrence value
J of the most frequent domain in the sample proteome, and negatively
correlates with a frequency of domains occurred only once, p1, in sample
proteome.
New domain usage within a proteome results from gene duplication,

shuffling, and/or adding or deleting sequences that code for domains.
This results in new proteins from old parts. A large proportion of pro-
teins in different organisms share the same domains, even over widely
divergent evolutionary paths. Importantly, a domain occurring once in
some species, has a high probability to be used in other species mul-
tiple times in different proteins. To specify this rule we analyzed the
occurrence of domain-coding sequences that have been found in tiny
551-kilobase eukaryotic genome of the cryptomonad G. theta, in the
domain-coding sequences for more complex organism yeast. We counted
the number of occurrences of all 211 distinct domains which have been
found in G. theta. Table 3 shows the frequency distributions of the G.
theta domains, identified (or missing) in the yeast proteome. Only 9%
(19 of all 211 distinct G. theta domains) are missing in the yeast pro-
teome; 18 of these 19 domains occurring in the G. theta proteome, only
once or twice. Most of the G. theta domains have been multiplied in the
yeast proteome. We observed a positive correlation (r = 0.61; p < 0.001)
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G. Theta Total
Yeast 1 2 3 4 5 6 9 10 11 12

0 14 4 1 19
1 44 2 1 47
2 50 5 55
3 14 3 2 1 20
4 8 2 1 1 12
5 10 10
6 1 1 1 3
7 1 3 1 5
8 3 1 4
9 2 1 1 4
10 1 1
11 1 1
12 1 1 2
13 1 1 2
14 2 2 1 5
16 1 1 2
17 1 1
18 1 1
19 1 1
20 1 1 2
21 1 1
22 1 1
33 1 1 2
35 1 1
37 1 1
40 1 1
54-115 1 2 2 1 1 7

158 28 9 3 1 4 4 1 1 2 221

Table 9.3. Co-occurrence distribution of protein domains, which have been found in cryp-
tomonad organism G. theta, in the sample proteome of C. Serevisiae . For all the domains
that occurred s times (1 ≤ s ≤ 12) in G. theta , we counted the number of times these
domains occurred in the sample proteome for the yeast.
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between the G. theta domain occurrence values for these two species.
These observations suggest that gene loss (or protein-coding sequence
loss) is under negative selection, while the processes that add a new
gene are under positive selection during organism complexity growth.
The Pearson correlation coefficient, r, between the domain occurrence

values for pair of organisms provides an estimate of their evolutionary
similarity. Figure 9.7c shows that a greater similarity is observed be-
tween the worm and the fly (r = 0.66) and that yeast is more closely
related to the fly (r = 0.58) than to the worm (r = 0.47).
The changes of the parameter values of the GDP model for the dif-

ferent species (see Figures 9.7a,b) strongly correlate with the changes of
major characteristics of empirical DOPF: M , p1, and J . This suggests
the existence of a size-dependence for the parameters of the distribu-
tion.2 In particular, the slope parameter k, negatively correlates with
mean number of times that a random domain occurs within the proteome
and positively correlates with the fraction of single-domain proteins in
the proteome. Thus the slope parameter, k, might be used to charac-
terize the evolutionary trend toward using more domains (selected by
evolution) in the proteome as well as trend toward using already exist-
ing specific domain(s) (by reusing the new multi-domain protein(s) or
recombining domains). The values of parameters k and b in the GDP
model may also reflect the evolutionary branching order of species (e.g.,
yeast (first), worm (second), fly (third) and human (fourth) (Friedman
& Hughes, 2001).
Several theoretical models for the growth of multi-domain proteins

during evolution have been suggested in (Koonin et al., 2000; Rzhet-
sky & Gomez, 2001; Friedman & Hughes, 2001). Koonin et al. (2000)
for example, showed that multi-domain proteins frequently are created
through the (genetic) fusion of additional domains at one or both ends of
a protein. We considered a more flexible evolutionary process in which
single domain insertion occurs randomly within multi-domain proteins.
To be precise, we simulated the reverse process (i.e., going back one
evolutionary step to a simpler proteome) modeled by the random re-
moval of one domain copy from the proteome. We applied this random
removal process to both the worm and fly proteomes separately until

2Our goodness of fit analysis of frequency distributions of domain occurrence levels in eu-
karyotic proteomes shows that data do not follow a simple power law (dotted line on Figure
9.1a,b; Table 9.2) or the Zipf law (rank-frequency distribution form of power law). Recent
attempts to use the linear regression models to fit such data sets in log-log plot appear to
have led authors to a strong bias in parameter estimations and to incorrect conclusions that
protein domain networks in proteomes and in genomes (Rzhetsky & Gomez, 2001; Wuchty,
2001) follow scale-free statistical prorperties, i.e. size-independency of the distributions.
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we obtained proteomes with the same total number of domains (i.e.,
M = 4, 547) as observed for yeast (Figure 9.7d). The empirical DOPF
of the domain occurrence values for these two sub-samples closely ap-
proximate the yeast DOPF (Figure 9.7, Table 9.2). The parameters of
the GDP model, fly (atM = 4, 547) for the simulated “fly ancestor” and
for yeast were very similar. Greater differences between the DOPF for
the simulated “worm ancestor”, worm (atM = 4, 547) and the observed
DOPF for yeast were observed. In both simulations, a longer right tail
of the DOPF for the simulated data (compared to the observed DOPF
for the yeast) was observed. These deviations probably reflect a natural
selection process that preserves various non-random co-occurrences for
some sets of domains. Such co-occurrences are not properly presented
by random removal of domains.
Figure 9.8 shows that human protein domain complexity is greater

than the other organisms with fully sequenced genomes; for example, the
connectivity number for humans, E. coli and N. meningitidis is 36,082,
3,649 and 1,693, respectively. On the other hand, a fraction of domains
that occurred once in these organisms is 0.27, 0.52, and 0.66, respectively.
The slope parameter, k, of the DOPFs is the smallest in the case of
human sample proteome. Figure 9.8 also shows that random sub-samples
taken from the human proteome have domains occurrence profiles that
have quite similar empirical DOPFs to the DOPFs for different species
having smaller complexity.
Thus, the process of evolutionary growth of the proteome as measured

by its domain network complexity can be characterized by the DOPF
across species. Our reverse evolution simulation experiments based on
random removal of domains fit sufficiently well to claim that such ran-
domness is likely the predominant processes in the evolution of the pro-
teome (Figure 9.7 and Figure 9.8) These experiments assume that the
likelihood of addition of any domain to the proteome is equally likely
and not dependent on the time of its occurrence and the location within
a protein. Missing some older domains in the course of evolution also
presents but with the slower rate (see, for example, Table 9.3) than for
adding a new domain or using old one. The major non-random process
would probably consist of removing or adding domain pairs and more
larger protein families or domain clusters domains. This would clearly
introduce co-occurrence events (which certainly exist in evolution) in our
model.
In bulk, the process of proteome complexity growth looks like the cu-

mulative advantage dynamics of the system of independent elements
(protein domains) with associated counters: new domains are occasion-
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Figure 9.8. Comparative analysis of proteome complexity in human vs E.coli, yeast, worm
and N. meningitis-B. (a)◦,+, • : Empirical frequency distributions of domain occurrence
values in the human, E.coli, and N. meningitis-B proteome samples, respectively; ◦-data
set is connected by line. All empirical DOPFs fit well by the GDP model. Empirical frequency
distribution of domain occurrence values in human proteome sub-samples (◦) vs yeast (b;¥),
E. coli (c; +) and worm (d; ¨) proteome samples. M is the connectivity number. To construct
the histograms we have used data from the fourth release (on December, 11, 2001) of the
InterPro database.
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ally added while the counters are incremented at a rate depending on
their count values.
Note that our model can be also formulated in probability terms.

(1) In each random time-point in the course of evolution, the proteome
connectivity number is increased by one domain entry. (2) Any new
entry (repeated gene duplication, loss, gene translocation, as well as the
de novo origin of genes and the horizontal transferred gene, etc.) occurs
in the course of evolution at approximately the same probability. (3) The
probability of entry of a given domain which has already presented in a
proteome is defined by the proportion of this domain in the proteome.
Such probabilistic model, excepting domain loss process, leads to the
DOPF in form of the BD probability distribution (Kuznetsov, 2001b)
(see next subsection).
Our assumptions are weaker than Koonin et al. (2000). However

since the majority of randomly selected addition sites within the entire
proteome are at ends (that is the majority of proteins contain only one
or two domains (Rubin et al., 2000; see also Table 9.2), the left side
of the DOPF should not be too sensitive to differences between the
two specific models. The right tail of the frequency distribution might
be much longer for our model. Within the framework of our model
one could specify and test different mechanisms for evolution of the
genome and proteome complexity and explore changes in DOPF’s for
specific models of biological evolution, including Yule’s (Yule, 1924),
Fisher’s (Fisher, 1930) and more recent models. In doing this analysis,
we can suggest that at the proteome level, selection pressures do not
produce a drastic global effect on the functional form of the distribution
of evolutionarily conservative protein domains, but do effect the shape
of the distribution, accounting for the increase in the sizes of some gene
families and re-location of some gene clusters.

8.2 Prediction of the Numbers of
Protein-Coding Genes in the Genome and of
Protein Domains in the Entire Proteome

Although the exact numbers of genes in the human and mouse
genomes remains to be determined, vertebrate genomes clearly con-
tain more genes than those of Drosophila and C. elegans (Venter et al.,
2001; IHGSC, 2001). In Figure 9.9, we show that remarkable linear rela-
tionship between the number of evolutionarily conserved protein-coding
genes, G, and the proteome connectivity number (the total number of
observed InterPro domains),M , in complete proteome samples of about
65 ± 3.4% (n = 20) of assumed complete proteome. Eighteen of these
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Figure 9.9. Relationships between the number of evolutionarily conserved protein-coding
genes in the genome, G, and the observed proteome connectivity number, M, for H. sapiens,
M. musculus and the 18 organisms with fully-sequenced genomes: A. thaliana, , C. elegans,
M. melanogaster, R. loti, P. aeruginosa, S. cerevisiae, C. acetobutylicum, V. cholerae, M.
tuberculosis, C. crescentus, E. coli K-12, Synechocystis sp. (PCC 6803), D. radiodurans, L.
lactis, N. meningitidis-A, N. meningitidis-B, M. leprae, G. theta. ◦ : data points for the
18 fully-sequenced genomes, •: the predicted points for mouse and human. The regression
line G=1.015M was estimated using the 18 data points of the fully-sequenced genomes. (We
analysed data of InterPro database, http//:www.ebi.ac.uk/interpro).

20 data points are for organisms with fully-sequenced genomes, except
for the two prediction points for mouse and human shown as solid cir-
cles. According to the plot, 36,600 and 20,900 evolutionarily conserved
protein-coding genes are in human and in mouse genomes, respectively.
The linearity of this graph is surprising. It may be that we are seeing

the early part of a saturation curve of proteome evolution or did not
have sufficiently representative statistical samples. Indeed our extrapo-
lated human data point may be an over-estimate of the number of genes
because the human and mouse proteomes available to us are not yet com-
plete and the results must be considered preliminary. However, even if
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the average of these proteomes represents 60-65% of the total, it seems
unlikely that predictions will be changed substantially with additional
data. The slope in Figure 9.9 is 1.015. It suggests that in proteome size
growth, occasionally appearing new entry of a domain sequence encoded
in the genome of the organism leads, on average, to a new functional gene
copy. This is consistent with our model of the protein complexity growth
(see above) and with our observations that for all analyzed prokaryotic
and eukaryotic organisms the average values of the connectivity num-
ber, α (α = M/A; or “the average diameter” of proteome network) is
approximately constant, or more precisely, ranges in a very narrow in-
terval (1.27− 1.83 with mean value 1.5± 0.139, (n = 20)). Although the
human, A. thaliana and mouse genomes show a higher proportion of re-
cent gene duplications than other known eukaryotic organisms (Douglas
at al., 2001; Venter et al., 2001), a-value for these organisms is still only
1.83, 1.46, 1.82, respectively. It implies a high proportion of single-gene
and two-member families in both genomes.
Figure 9.10 shows that as the number of evolutionarily conserved

protein-coding genes increases the relationships between the number of
distinct protein domains, N , the fractions of rarely observed domains
(p1, p2, and p3) and the occurrence value of the more frequent domain
change in the reciprocate and predictable manner. For example, the p1,
fraction of distinct domains represented by only one entry in proteome,
becomes smaller, but the occurrence value of mostly common domain
in proteome, J , increases proportionally to the number of the genes in
genomes (J/G À a, where a is a nearly constant parameter for all or-
ganisms studied here, equal to 0.027 with the standard errors ±0.008
(n = 20)). Increasing the number of genes also leads to monotonically
decreasing the slope of probability function. Generally, we can consider
such the size-dependent evolution process in terms of the BD model
(Kuznetsov, 2001b) if in the Eqs. (9.3-9.7) the variable N is, formally,
the number of distinct domains and the variable M to re-sign as G.
Figure 9.10 shows that our BD model fit well all observed data, except

the data point for A. thaliana. Only two fitted parameters of the model
(c = 0.486± 0.0260, d = 4, 500± 300) allows us to estimate the DOPF
for a given organism with known number of genes. (Note: Our estimates
are relatively robust and consistent with data in Figure 9.9. When we
excluded the data point for mouse, human and A. thaliana from our
curve-fitting analysis, we obtained the numerically similar solution of
the BD model with the parameter values closely to the values presented
above). Moreover, Eq.9.7 predicts existence of ˜5, 400± 500 domains in
the entire proteome world (see also Figure 9.10a).
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Figure 9.10. Relationships between the number of evolutionarily conserved protein-coding
genes in the 20 genomes and some characteristics of the DOPF. (a) The number of distinct
domains in the proteomes, (b) a fraction of distinct domains that occurred once, (c) fractions
of distinct domains that occurred two and three times in a given proteome. ◦ : 17 data
points for fully-sequenced genomes (see Figure 9.9), except for the three data points for
mouse and human (solid circles), and A. thaliana (♦); lines in the all plots: best-fit curves
providing by the BD model (at c=0.486±0.0260, d=4,500±400) to ◦- and •-data points. (d)
Observed occurrence values for the most frequent domain in a given proteome. Regression
line J (G )=0.028G fitted to ◦and •-data points. In all plots, assignments are uniformed.
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Thus, as the proteome increases due to evolution, each independent
domain, alone or in combination with other domains, forms the reper-
toire of proteins of the proteome. This process may be considered mostly
as a random birth and death process with advantage accumulation of
domains in more complex proteomes. New domains and new use of al-
ready present domains likely are appearing in proteomes for different
species relatively independently with both accumulating with similar
probability. Generally, our analysis suggests that the increase in gene
number in evolution occurred predominantly as a result of independent
and random events: adding of single domains, either by mutation, gene
conversion, reverse transcription, transposition or by occasional horizon-
tal transferring of genes, or by combinatorial genome shuffling; multiple
independent gene duplications and occasional gene block duplications
became more probable in higher eukaryotic organisms.3 These forms of
genome adaptations allow the populations of unicellular and multicellu-
lar organisms ensuring survival in unpredictably changing environments.
This can appear as the several overlapping Pareto-like probability dis-
tributions with very long left tail of the empirical DOPF. Figures 9.7,
9.8 and 9.10 also demonstrate a general rule of growing of the organ-
ism’s complexity: to solve adaptation problems more complex organisms
preferentially increase using the assembly of the “old” protein domains
and blocks into new combinations. This conclusion is consistent with
the results of recent analysis by Hughes and Friedman (Hughes et al.,
2001; Friedman & Hughes, 2001), who suggested that the increase in the
gene numbers in vertebrates may occur as a result of multiple indepen-
dent gene duplication, as well as occasional duplication of chromosomal
blocks.

3Evolutionary biologists have hypothesized that gene duplication, giving rise to multi-gene
families, has played an important role in evolution (Ohno, 1970; Vision et al., 2000). In
particular, a role for duplication of complete genomes in adaptive evolution through the single
round or two rounds genome duplication by polyploidization (the 1R and 2R hypotheses) have
been widely cited. In particular, genomic duplication in A. thaliana has been argued (Vision
et al., 2000). Consistent with such hypotheses, there has been pronounced non-monotonicity
in the shape of the empirical PODF or the peak(s) at the domain occurrence value 2 and/or
4 on the PODF for some organisms. However, for all of the 20 analyzed prokaryotic and
eukaryotic organisms we did not observe peak(s) on the PODF (see for example Figure
9.7 and Figure 9.8). For the vast majority of the organisms we did not observe significant
increment in proportion of the domain occurrence value 2 and/or 4 on the empirical PODFs
(Figure 9.7, Figure 9.8, Figure 9.10). Only A. thaliana, D. melanogaster and a few bacteria
organisms demonstrate pronounced negative deviation of the observed proportion p1-value,
and some positive deviation of the observed proportion p2 values from corresponding values
predicted by our probability model (Figure 9.10). Thus, our analysis shows inconsistencies
of observations with the one round or two rounds of polyploidization hypotheses for most of
the analyzed organisms.
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The molecular basis of observed universality of the BD model in the
genome-related phenomena is not well understood at present, but it is
at least fundamentally important in that this universality is related to
stochastic and probabilistic processes in the course of evolution.

9. Conclusion

The goal of this study was to characterize the statistical distributions
appearing in different genome-related phenomena. We observed such
distributions for transcript copy numbers in a single eukaryotic cell, for
sizes of protein clusters, for protein domain occurrence values in bacteria
and eukaryotic proteomes, and for numbers of regulatory DNA-binding
proteins in the prokaryotic genome. In all these cases, the data follows a
Pareto-like distribution. We also found that the form of the distribution
systematically depends on the size of the sample, the physiological state
of the cells, the cell type and the complexity of the organism. It allows us
to reveal several general rules of cell response to damaging stress factors
and of proteome complexity growth in the course of evolution.
We developed a stochastic model of finite population growth that

leads to a size-dependent Pareto-like distribution of the number of oc-
currences of species in the population. This model is called the Binomial
Differential (BD) distribution. We presented evidence that the empir-
ical frequency distributions of gene expression levels for all analyzed
yeast, mouse and human cell types are well described by this model.
Our distribution models could explain this universality by a stochastic
mechanism.
We also developed a new methodology to remove major experimental

errors from gene-expression data sets generated by the SAGE method.
The Binomial Differential model allows us to estimate the total number
of expressed genes in a single cell and in a population of given cells even
when transcriptome databases are incomplete and have errors.
Mechanistic models of stochastic gene-expression processes in adapt-

ability, phenotypic and genetic variability in a same-type cell population
are discussed. Further identification of the distribution of gene expres-
sion levels in different cells appears to be important in understanding
the relationships between stochastic and more probabilistic mechanisms
that govern expression of genes associated with different cell types, nor-
mal and pathological processes in multi-cellular organisms. Statistical
analysis of the global gene-expression data could also help to under-
stand how the stochastic variability of gene expression in a single cell
might lead to changes of the genotype repertoire in developing tissues
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and in the entire organism (Till et al., 1964; Ross et al., 1994; Hollander,
1999; Hume, 2000; Shulman & Wu, 1999; Ohlsson et al., 2001).
Our ergodicity hypothesis of an initiation of the gene-expression pro-

cess suggests that a random and sporadic “basal” transcription mecha-
nism exists for all protein-coding genes in all or almost all eukaryotic cell
types. This mechanism may provide a basic level of phenotypic diversity
and adaptability in cell populations. For example, sporadic expression of
a large number of rarely-transcribed genes can provide apparent monoal-
lelic expression phenomena in drawing cell populations and can explain
the phenomenon of “no-phenotype” gene knockouts (cases where loss of
function of a gene has no visible effect on the organism). It is possible
that the rarely expressed genes might evolve by a weak selection pro-
cess. Many of these genes are of no immediate benefit to the genome,
but could be significant during natural selection.
Based on the analysis of “identifiable” protein domain occurrences in

the sample proteomes of several fully-sequenced organisms, we devel-
oped a simple probabilistic model that describes the proteome complex-
ity of an organism and shown that this description is consistent as the
proteome grows in evolution. Our model is the Binomial Differential
probability function of domain occurrence values in a proteome. We
found that such a function is common for all studied organisms with
fully-sequenced genomes and that the form of this distribution changes
systematically as the proteome complexity grows. Fitting and extrapo-
lation of the BD model predicts ˜5, 400 distinct protein domains in the
entire proteome. We also discovered that the rate of growth of the num-
ber of protein-coding genes in evolving genomes appears to be a linear
function of the total number of domains in the corresponding proteome
samples. It allows us to estimate the number of protein-coding genes in
incompletely sequenced genomes.
Finally, ∼ 31, 200 expressed genes were estimated based on the distri-

bution of transcript numbers in the human colon cancer transcriptome
and ∼ 36, 600 evolutionarily conserved protein-coding genes were pre-
dicted for the entire human genome based on the analysis of the numbers
of protein domains in proteomes of fully-sequenced genome organisms.
Thus, discovery of universal size-dependent relationships in distribu-

tions of the genes by their expression levels in cells of different organisms
and in distributions of proteins by their domains in evolution of eukary-
otic organisms may help us understand the basic mechanics governing
the growth of genome and proteome complexities during evolution and
to quantitatively evaluate the relationship between natural selection and
random events in the evolution process. Obviously, our assumptions and
predictions were based on the sample analysis and on the simple statisti-
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cal models: further development of theory and obtaining new and more
complete and reliable data is required.
The Pareto-like skewed distributions observed in genomic and pro-

teomic phenomena could be associated with fundamental properties of
the self-organized critical system models. Such cellular automata mod-
els demonstrate the prominent size-dependent effect and are relatively
robust to changes in the composition of their distinct components, to
damaging of their sub-systems, to dynamics of network in the system. It
will be important to study more deeply the relationships between prop-
erties of SOC systems and empirical statistical distributions presented
here. Promising results in this direction have been recently obtained
by introducing so-called Probabilistic Boolean Networks, the probabilis-
tic generalization of the well-known Boolean network models, which, in
particular, allows the analysis of small networks in large-scale genetic
systems (Shmulevich et al., 2002).
It is likely that our statistical approach and models could be applicable

for analysis of many other evolving large-scale systems (for example, in
business, linguistics, sociology, informatics, internet, physics, etc.).
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Appendix A: Infinity Limit for Population Growth
Associated with the Generalized Pareto Probability
Distribution

Here we will estimate relationships between N and M for the Gen-
eralized Pareto distribution when M is large enough and parameters of
the distribution are constants (i.e. size-independent). For convenience
let us fist find these relationships for a continued form of the Generalized
Pareto density function:

f(m) = ks
(mo + b)

k

(m+ b)k+1
, (9.8)

where m ⊂ [mo, aM ], s = 1/(1 − ((mo + b)/(aM + b))k),where mo, k, b
are constants. mo > 0; k > 0, b > −1; ao < a < 1, ao > 0. Function f
could be estimated as follows:

f = nm/N, (9.9)
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where nm is the observed number of distinct items (tags or genes) which
have the occurrence level m in a given sample of size M . Then, using
estimation

M =

Z aM

mo

nmmdm, (9.10)

we can obtain a formula

N =M ·A(M), (9.11)

where

A(M) = [ks(mo + b)
k

Z aM

mo

m

(m+ b)k+1
dm]−1. (9.12)

Taking the integral we find that if M →∞ than N ∼Mk at 0 < k <
1; N ∼ M/ logM at k = 1; and N ∼M at k > 1. Thus, in all cases for
parameter k we have N →∞ when M →∞.
Using a discrete analog of the Pareto probability function (see Eq.9.1)

and M =
PaM
m=1m · nm = N

PaM
m=1m

1
(m+b)k+1

, where N =
PaM
m=1 nm

=
PaM
m=1(1/(m+ b)

k+1) and k > 0; b > −1, ao < a < 1, ao > 0, we can
obtain a formula:

N =M ·Ad(M), (9.13)

where

Ad(M) =

PaM
m=1

1
(m+b)k+1PaM

m=1
m

(m+b)k+1

.

In the case of the Lotka-Zipf law (b = 0, k = 1), we have:

Ad(M) =

PaM
m=1

1
m2PaM

m=1
1
m

≈ π2/6

ln(aM) + γ
,

where γ = 0.5772... is the Euler constant. Then,
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lim
M→∞

N ≈ (π
2/6)M

logM
→∞.

In the other specific case b = 0, k = 2 we have:

lim
M→∞

N ≈ (1 + π2/15)M →∞.

One could check that Eq.(9.13) has a similar growth to infinity for N as
we have shown for Eq.(9.11), when M →∞.

Appendix B: Population Growth Curve for the Num-
ber of Human Expressed Genes

We model size-dependences Nr and Ng for human gene-expression
data as follows:

dNg/dM = p1gNg/M, (9.14)

dNr/dM = p1Ng/(M + a), (9.15)

where Ng(1) = 1, Nr(1) = 0, p1g = (1+(1/dg)c)/(1+(M/dg)c), p1 = (1+
(1/d)c)/(1 + (M/d)c); c, d, dg, a are positive constants. The parameter
a reflects the lag in accumulation of the redundant distinct tags in a
growing library (see also the analogous curve on Figure 9.2b). The
parameters c = 0.319 and d = 46, 232 were determined above by fitting
Eq.9.6 to “true” distinct tag data points. The parameter values a =
8, 890±1430 and dg = 17, 532±400 were estimated by fitting the function
Ng(M) +Nr(M) (curve 2, Figure 9.3b) to the same data. Eq.9.14 was
used to compute the number of expressed genes in a single human cell
and in a large population of these cells. Eq.9.14 was combined with
Eqs.9.4-9.5 and Eq.9.1 for a specified human cell type sample to estimate
the numbers of expressed genes at each expression level in a single human
cell (curve 2, Figure 9.3a). This computation method is the same as we
used for yeast data (Kuznetsov, 2001b).
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